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BOUTIQUE

LIGHT
TREASURE
Shaped like decorative lights that would
remind one of merrymaking festivities, the
colourful charms from Moraglione’s Sofia
collection is a cluster of cheerful tones.
A combination of coloured stones from
lush green to royal blue is set in diamonds,
hanging from a thin rose and white gold
chain. www.moraglione.com

CANDY GEMS
Big, bright, and bold, Sartoro’s Candies cocktail rings are
a colourful palette when worn on dainty fingers. From
squarish cuts of lapis lazuli, smoky quartz, and red agate set
in 18k yellow, rose or white gold, subtle white diamonds
frame the multi-faceted gemstones. Also available in single
cabochon settings in turquoise, smokey quartz, and red
agate. www.sartorojewelry.com

A MERRY MESS
Hong Kong-based jewellery brand Lynne
Jewellery curates a beautiful mismatch
of coloured sapphires and diamonds
in this statement bracelet. Assembled
with multi-coloured sapphires and
diamonds, 80 natural unheated
Burmese gemstones fit among the
hollowed spaces, set in 18k yellow and
white gold. www.lynnejewellery.com

DIVING
NAVY
Ulysse Nardin launches a
new diver chronograph that
marks a pioneering feat for
the Swiss watch manufacturer.
Introducing the Diver Chronograph
Hammerhead Shark, it houses a new
self-winding movement with a silicum
escapement and balance spring. In
complementary colours of red, white,
gold, and navy blue, an engraved image
of a hammerhead shark sits just below
the lugs followed by a rubber strap
bracelet. www.ulysse-nardin.com

CLOSE TO HOME
With a brand history that was rooted since the 1970s, Singapore-based jewellery brand
Foundation Jewellers pays homage to their Peranakan heritage in its creations. In this standout
piece, the Butterfly Motif pendant/brooch is a beholder of a 1.19ct round and 2.33ct marquise
tanzanite. Complemented with rubies and white diamonds, the bold blue body makes for a
statement piece in this exceptional 18k yellow gold setting. www.foundationjewellers.com
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BOUTIQUE

SUBTLE
SPARK

Wearing red in your jewellery doesn’t
necessarily need to be the brightest hue. Tone
it down with Fope’s 18k rose gold necklet with
a chain necklace that weaves each gold link
close to create a perfect circle. A single dark red
garnet pendant hangs from the centre for that
minimalistic finish. www.fope.com

+HDUWV$ĲXWWHU
Palmiero Gioielli paints a pretty picture with
an overload of diamonds and precious gems.
ms.
Dazzling in various shades of purple, sapphires,
phires,
tourmalines, and amethysts form the decorated
orated
wings of a butterfly, entitled the Winged Flowers
ring set in 18k white gold and diamonds. www.
palmierogioielli.com

SHINY
& CHIC

Presented at BaselWorld, the
Porto Cervo collection by Antonini
is a colourful array of jewels
inspired by the colours of the
Mediterranean. Aside from the
shades of purples, blues, and
reds, the gemstones are cut in various faceted angles to
shine from all sides. From briolettes to single cabochon
settings, the asymmetrical arrangements create a modern
contemporary look. www.antonini.it

BEAUTY &
BEYOND

COILED CHARMER
The Serpentini has been Bulgari’s signature symbol throughout its high jewellery and
haute horlogerie collections. Refreshed and reinvented, the charm now makes its
presence coiled around the new Serpentini Jewellery timepieces. Available in combinations
of mother-of-pearl, coral, onyx, and turquoise, the gold watch cuffs are adorned in white
diamonds from head to tail. www.bulgari.com
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Inspired by the imagery of flitting
dragonflies in bright holographic
colours, German-based jewellers
Etcetera replicate a jewelled version
of the insect. Spanning from the
centre, a step-cut spinel body radiates
into smaller round-cut spinels on
colourless jadeite wings. Two brilliantcut diamonds make up its eyes,
followed by a shower of smaller white
diamonds across a length of 6.3cm.
www.bonhams.com
[Image courtesy of Bonhams.
Copyright Mark French]

BOUTIQUE

PLUME
OF
PEARLS
Yoko London presents a
versatile piece with a multifunctional South Sea pearl
necklace with precious
gemstones. An 18k white gold
chain is lined with freshwater
pearls and rubies that fall into
an intriguing pendant at the
centre. A single South Sea pearl
hangs gracefully with a tassel
of rubies, diamonds, and more
pearls, which can be removed
and worn on its own as a
brooch. www.yokolondon.com

Beauty Raw
From Alan Chan’s nature-inspired collection, the
polished jade gemstone is captivatingly manipulated into
Mother Nature’s living beings. Curated with jade, black
jade, and diamonds, butterfly-themed pieces emerge
from the hand-engraved art. www.edwardchiu.com

MOON
& STARS
Patek Philippe introduces
a new diamond encrusted
moonphase timepiece, the
Diamond Ribbon Joaillerie
Ref. 4968/400R-001.
Joining the existing
rose and white gold
models, the Diamond
Ribbon timepiece exhibits
an alluring diamondencrusted bezel that spirals
into the centre of the dial.
Twelve 0.11ct rubies hour
markers dot the perimeter, with
a moonphase display peeking
from the small seconds subdial.
www.patek.com
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$&XW$ERYH
Israeli jeweller Lili Diamonds is constantly
looking at new ways to bring out the beauty in
diamonds with new and unique cuts. In this
exhilarating design, a 4.10ct Lily® Cut diamond
sits on a bed of 350 dazzling white diamonds
in a flower-like setting. The 18k white gold ring is
fini
finished off with round yellow diamonds outlined in
yellow gold. www.lilidiamonds.com

ROSY
BLUSH
Dehres adds a pop of colour
to its all-diamond parure with
elegant pink accents. The pearshaped and radiant-cut fancy
light pink diamond earrings
are outlined with a total of 48
diamonds, with a single round
diamond dangling in between. A
full marquise and pear diamond
necklace complete the set, with
a single fancy pink diamond
centre. www.dehres.com

BOUTIQUE

TOUCH OF MAGIC
Awarded the close winner
in the Diamonds category
at the recent Couture
Show in Las Vegas,
Qayten shows off its
diamond mastery in a
beautiful lattice parure.
Comprising a necklace,
earrings, and a bracelet,
the Opera collection is
seemingly magical with an
invisible setting of diamonds
and rubies. www.qayten.net

FACE FORWARD
English actress Keira Knightley has been appointed as the new face of
Chanel’s latest campaign, Coco Crush. A familiar face to the fashion
house, Knightley was the front of Coco Mademoiselle perfume and
their Rouge Coco collection. The actress is set to embody the new
fine jewellery collection which centres on the themes of elegance and
modernity. www.chanel.com

WARM
WELCOME
Yuli’s colour combination of yellow and
pink reminds one of a warm sunset over
the coast. Elegant in yellow, pink, and
brown hues, this fancy coloured diamond
ring is fully pavéd in diamonds. It features
a 2.51ct natural fancy intense yellow
diamond with a smaller yellow diamond
and a 0.71ct natural light pinkish brown
diamond, framed in a sparkling pavé.
www.yuli.com.sg
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Flying
COLOURS
SICIS takes the cake in creating a
rainbow-coloured jewellery masterpiece
with marvelling technique. Using the icon
of the Ara Macaw, the species — now
considered endangered, has been given
a new lease of life using gold, diamonds,
rubies, and sapphires. The colourful
pendant is cloaked in a rainbow-like
plumage, made possible with a micro
mosaic technique that enhances its bright
colours. www.sicis.com

Classic Gleam
Known for keeping it classic and contemporary with
sapphires, rubies, and emeralds on white or rose gold,
GRAFF bursts into its jewellery watch collection
with a full yellow gold and yellow diamond timepiece.
Totalling 34.79cts, the octagonal watch face is fitted with
angular-cut diamonds with simple minute and hour gold
markers. www.graffdiamonds.com

BOUTIQUE

Crown Royale
Hans D. Krieger excites with a single
purple sapphire setting within an
intricate white gold design. A “Krieger
classic with refined flamboyance”,
round colourless diamonds
hug the lattice-like
white gold shoulders,
encircling the 10.99ct
purple sapphire stone
in a glittering frame.
www.kriegernet.com

PETALS &
STRIPES
Carlo Barberis exhibits
a series of five-petaled
jewellery rings in its
Sunshine collection,
designed after fresh
blooms. Bearing
colourful pavés of
yellow, blue, red, and
green, a central faceted
gemstone shines
brightly at heart’s centre.
www.carlobarberis.com

6WULNLQJ%ROG
The Tiancheng International Spring Auction
2016 showcased an exquisite jewellery collection
collaborated between designer Kat Florence and
Hollywood celebrity Sarah Jessica Parker. Among the
notable pieces, a stunning 105.10ct natural zultanite
and diamond pendant necklace by Kat Florence, was
sold at a record breaking HK$531,000 (US$68,000).
Arranged on a geometric gold chain, the gemstone is
set in a free-range diamond design.
www.tianchengauction.com
[Image courtesy of
Tiancheng International]

ROUGE CHARM
Louis Vuitton’s LV Fifty Five
Collection is the brand’s
horological line inspired from
its historic signature leather
trunks. Introducing new
feminine versions in steel,
pink gold, and pink gold
with diamonds, the
details are taken from
a leaf of its own book.
In this pink gold and
diamond version, a
mother-of-pearl dial
centre is framed with
48 diamonds and satinfinished silver. It comes with
a rosy Veau Cachemire leather
strap, matching the rose gold
palette. www.louisvuitton.com

AMBER GLOW
This exquisite yellow diamond by Gems Pavilion is set to
make your skin glow. Showing off its faceted sides in all
angles, a single 8.01ct fancy vivid yellow diamond sits atop
an 18k white gold setting. Surrounded by white diamonds,
emerald, baguette and round diamonds are beautifully set
along the shoulders. www.gemspavilion.com
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